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CHILD HEALTH SUPPORT GROUP/CHILD HEALTH COMMISSIONERS GROUP 
MINUTES OF THE MEETING WHICH TOOK PLACE ON FRIDAY 29 OCTOBER  
AT 10.30AM IN CONFERENCE ROOM 3, VICTORIA QUAY, LEITH, EDINBURGH 
 
Present:   Child Health Support Group 
 Malcolm Wright, Chair, Chief Executive, NHS Education Scotland 
  Stewart Forsyth, Clinical Director of Paediatrics, Tayside 
  Graham Bryce, Consultant Child and Adolescent Psychiatrist, Yorkhill 
   
  David Cumming, Head of Children and Families and Criminal Justice, City of  
    Glasgow Council Social Work Department 
  Zoë Dunhill, Patient Services Director, Lothian  
  Linda Fleming (representing Jonathan Best and Brenda Townsend, Yorkhill)  
  Sally Harkness, GP, Inverurie, Grampian Primary Care 
  Anna Murphy, Medical Directorate, Yorkhill 
  George Youngson, Professor of Paediatric Surgery, Grampian  
 
  Child Health Commissioners Group 
  Sally Amor, Highland 
  Jim Carle, Ayrshire and Arran 
  Harden Carter, Lothian 
  Charles Clark, Lanarkshire 
  Graham Foster, Forth Valley 
  Annie Hair, Argyll & Clyde (representing Catriona MacDonald, Argyll & Clyde) 
  Caroline Inwood, Fife 
  Anne Leigh-Brown, Information Services Division 
  Zelda Mathewson, Tayside 
  Fiona Mercer, Greater Glasgow 
  Dawn Moss (representing Ralph Roberts, Borders) 
  Rhoda Walker (representing Kathleen Bree, Orkney) 
 
  Scottish Executive 
  Linda de Caestecker, Women and Children’s Unit, Scottish Executive Health  
    Department 
  Jacqui Lunday, Directorate of Nursing, Scottish Executive Health Department 
  Margaret McGuire, Nursing Officer, Scottish Executive Health Department 
  Fiona Page, Women and Children’s Unit, Scottish Executive Health Department 
  Mary Sloan, Women and Children’s Unit, Scottish Executive Health Department 
  Robert Stevenson, Women and Children’s Unit, Scottish Executive Health  
    Department 
  Lindsey Wright, Women and Children’s Unit, Scottish Executive Health  
    Department 
 
  Tom Beattie, A& E Consultant, Lothian  
  Emma Breene, Paediatric Fellow 
   
Apologies: Child Health Support Group 
  Bronwen Cohen, Director, Children in Scotland 
  Margaret Kinsella, Integration Manager for Children’s Services, Highland  
    Council 
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  Anne-Marie Knox, Child Protection Adviser, Yorkhill 
  Shiona Mackie, Medical Director, Lanarkshire 
  Caroline Selkirk, Child Health Commissioner, Tayside 
      
  Child Health Commissioners Group 
  Jim Chalmers, Information Statistics Division 
  Emelin Collier, Western Isles 
  Katherine Collins, National Services Division 
  Lorraine Currie, Grampian 
  Grant King, Women and Children’s Unit, Scottish Executive Health Department 
  Graham Lyell, Lothian 
  Jennifer Milligan, Dumfries and Galloway 
  Sarah Taylor, Shetland 
 
  Scottish Executive 
  Ian Bashford, Senior Medical Officer, Scottish Executive Health Department 
   
1. WELCOME 
 
1. Malcolm Wright welcomed everyone to the meeting, in particular Emma Breene, a 
Paediatric Fellow who is work-shadowing Sally Harkness. 
 
2. MINUTES OF PREVIOUS MEETINGS 
 
2.1 CHILD HEALTH SUPPORT GROUP MEETING: 31 AUGUST 2004 
 
2. The minutes were agreed. 
 
2.2 CORE GROUP MEETING: 15 OCTOBER 2004 
 
3. The minutes were noted. 
 
3. NATIONAL PLANNING FRAMEWORK/ACTION FRAMEWORK 
 
3.1 OVERVIEW – NEXT STEPS 
 
4. Malcolm pointed out that the timetable for developing the National Framework for 
Service Change was very tight – the CHSG would have to concentrate on its review of 
secondary services, headed by Caroline Selkirk and Linda de Caestecker, to feed into the 
Framework.  A sub-group had been formed, a questionnaire had been issued to Child Health 
Commissioners, and a seminar would take place on 12 January.   
 
5. Linda de Caestecker outlined how the National Framework is developing.  Child 
health contributions would feature in 5 main areas: 

• Drivers for change 
• Specialist paediatric services (informed by George Youngson’s work) 
• Unscheduled care (informed by Tom Beattie’s review) 
• Care in local settings (informed by Caroline Selkirk’s work) 
• Child health section. 
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The Drivers for Change section is to be published separately, before Christmas.   
 
6. The report will also cover: 

• Sustainability (how many large trauma centres are required?) 
• Balancing local access with specialisation (a big issue) 
• Doing more locally 
• The case for centres of excellence 
• Planning for emergencies 
• Scheduled care 
• Changing pattern of disease 
• Services for a new population (older people and the possibility of a national care 

system for children) 
• Services for all Scotland 
• A better whole system – 10 simple changes to lead to better, safer, quicker, closer 

care). 
 
7. The Drivers for change section will look at demographic trends and what that means – 
fewer children.  It will also cover changing patterns of disease.  Dr David Stone of the 
PEACH project has contributed to this section. 
Action:  Linda de Caestecker to circulate David Stone’s paper to the CHSG and CHCs. 
 
8. George Youngson’s work will inform the specialist paediatric services section.  It will 
look at a single service model, workforce issues, PICU, age range (up to age 16) and patient 
pathways (Zoë Dunhill is contributing to this). 
 
9. Work on child health is being led by Caroline Selkirk, Linda de Caestecker and Linda 
Fleming.  This will cover: 
• CAMHS, PFPI, Hall 4 - Existing CHSG work will be used   
• adolescent care and transition - contributions are required: are separate units needed with 

dedicated staff?   
• DGHs  providing secondary care - the problems, and solutions 
• Links between DGHs and specialist services – outreach, inreach etc 
• Child protection recommendations 
• How to provide care more locally 
 
10. Caroline Selkirk had met with a group of paediatricians to discuss care in local 
settings.  Existing work would be drawn upon – eg the findings from the conference on home 
ventilation.  Coordination of care would link into Community Health Partnerships and key 
workers.  The organisation of care would look at high cost packages and how best to provide 
the funding – nationally, locally, regionally, ring-fenced?  Hard decisions will have to be 
made, eg can families expect 24 hour home care? 
 
11. A core group, consisting of Malcolm Wright, Caroline Selkirk, Linda Fleming, Anna 
Murphy and Linda de Caestecker had been set up to take forward the work on secondary 
services, but everyone was invited to contribute.  Video interviews had been set up to involve 
local child health staff and questionnaires had been issued.  The programme for the group 
was: 

• Test findings with clinical groups on 18 and 24 November 
• Host a seminar for a wider group on 12 January; and 
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• Submit a report to the National Framework Advisory Group by the end of January 
2005. 

 
12. During discussion, the following points were raised: 

• The issue of infrastructure should be addressed, eg imaging, telemedicine, IT 
• Information held nationally is not what is needed for core or strategic planning 
• The statistics from community children’s nursing are not feeding into national 

systems: Annie Hair and the SPENS group could take this forward 
• The child health record work is ongoing but will feed into the Framework 
• The specialist paediatrics report highlights that further work is required 
• A specialist child health board could take forward further work on specialist 

paediatrics, infrastructure etc but there is a danger of losing momentum 
• Would a specialist child health board be a good or bad thing 
• What would a specialist child health board do, what would it look like, how would it 

interface with other services?  Peter Bates’ sub-group is looking into this 
• Extra resources would be required 
• The English and Welsh national framework for children and young people could be a 

model for the child health element of the Scottish National Framework. 
Action: check that the Changing and Innovation Unit is involved in the development of 
the National Framework. 
 
13. Malcolm Wright summed up by saying the Child Health Support Group must support 
the National Framework for Service Change, pulling back on other work if necessary.  The 
meeting then split into groups to discuss the issues for moving to a single child health system: 
a good idea; how would it function; key recommendations?  The groups were led by George 
Youngson, Stewart Forsyth and Zoë Dunhill. 
 
FEEDBACK FROM GEORGE YOUNGSON’S GROUP 

• A single service should deal with all aspects of child health for the under 16s and 
should include mental health 

• Difficulties could be: 
 - child health being isolated from the rest of the health service 
 - many workers don’t just deal with children 
 - internal financial bidding? 
 - loss of primary care support? 
 -  no real change happening – a poor structure could produce a worse situation  
  than now 

• Opportunities could be: 
 - powerful national advocacy 
 - neutralise regional bias 
 - benefits to workforce, eg training, what workers are available, what are needed 

• Weaknesses could be: 
 - proportional representation – the central belt could be winners 
 - local accountability could be lost 

• Strengths could be: 
 - equality of service provision 
 - analyse what services are where, what is missing and support local services in  
  difficulty 
 - national standards could be created and audited 
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 - a corporate identity 
  
FEEDBACK FROM STEWART FORSYTH’S GROUP 
 
The functions of a single service would have to be defined but could: 

• identify areas not working well 
• prioritise services 
• play a national planning role to include workforce issues, information planning 
• ensure equity of care  
• ensure transition 
• undertake an overseeing and monitoring role 
• oversee education and training 
• undertake a commissioning role? 
• set targets 
• integrate with education, social work etc 
• important link between the NHS and the Scottish Executive 

 
But what would the structure be – use current structures with a single service feeding into 
them? 
 
FEEDBACK FROM ZOĖ DUNHILL’S GROUP 

• children’s services are different from those for adults 
• the tiered structure in Tom Beattie’s emergency care report could be used but capacity 

could be an issue 
• a balance between universal and targeted service would have to be worked out 
• should all budgets be put into one pot? 
• Existing relations should be built on, eg with the CHSG, the child health 

commissioners etc 
• A new single system would need child proof policies and have the public on board 

(not just another Quango) 
• A single system could facilitate transition. 

 
14. Malcolm Wright pointed out the groups had highlighted differences of opinion but 
also some consensus.  During discussion, further points emerged: 

• Conflict could arise with pooled budgets 
• New ways of working could be created, designed around what is best for the child 
• More robust performance management systems would be required 
• The reviews of acute services and the development of the National Framework didn’t 

include CAMHS 
• The CHSG could influence the single service 
• The interface between child health services and other services would need 

strengthened  
• A single service would need dedicated resources: stakeholders could redesign child 

health 
• It would need to be cross cutting. 
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4. WORKING GROUP REPORTS 
 
4.1 REVIEW OF EMERGENCY CARE FOR ACUTELY ILL AND INJURED 
CHILDREN 
 
15. Tom Beattie joined the meeting to give an overview of the report of Emergency Care 
for Acutely Ill and Injured Children.  Fiona Page informed the meeting that the review had 
started at the beginning of 2004.  A Focus Group comprising various stakeholders had been 
formed and questionnaires had been issued, helpfully coordinated by the Child Health 
Commissioners. 
 
16. Tom continued by pointing out that more children will present for emergency care this 
year than for any other service.  Some of their injuries may be minor but it can seem a major 
event for the child, the parents and carers.  It is vital that the child gets to the right place at the 
right time to get the right treatment.  For this to happen, many changes are needed.  Some of 
these changes are organisational.  Decisions have to be made rapidly, reliably and be 
reproducible, ie same decisions made for the same problems.   
 
17. Better trained staff are required to be able to identify the problems, the pain and the 
distress.  Vulnerability has to be addressed although this is hard to define.  A child should 
receive care as close to home as possible as often as possible.  The recommendations 
contained in the report give a firm basis for emergency care for children and young people in 
the future. 
 
18. During discussion, further points were made: 

• Emergency care is a young specialism: Tom Beattie was the first paediatric A&E 
consultant appointed (10 years ago) 

• No big research base exists: 80-90% of children present with minor to moderate 
illness 

• The CHSG visits highlighted a conspicuous deficiency in paediatric A&E 
• More robust training for nurses dealing with children is required 
• There is no standard data collection for children presenting at A&E departments – a 

new IT system is being developed 
• Maintaining the status quo or implementing change would both have cost implications 
• Investment is required – repayment 4-5 years down the line 
• Change is easier if staff are properly trained 
• QIS is undertaking work on a competency framework 
• Best practice statements could be used. 

 
19. Malcolm thanked Tom Beattie and Fiona Page for their hard work and for producing 
an excellent report.  
Action: the report to be issued for focused consultation and to be discussed at the 
seminar on 12 January with a view to producing an action plan.  The report will also 
feed into the National Framework. 
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4.2 REVIEW AND PLANNING OF SPECIALIST PAEDIATRIC SERVICES 
 
20. George Youngson informed the meeting that his report was now complete.  He 
formally expressed his appreciation of the work of the Women and Children’s Unit, and of 
Robert Stevenson in particular. 
 
21. The report highlights the problems the service is facing.  George was anxious that the 
report wasn’t sufficiently robust about the manpower needed to provide specialist paediatric 
services and on reconfiguration.  The report recommends a change to the age limit which in 
effect means consultants will be asked to take on more patients.  Some of the 
recommendations, eg regarding workforce, need to be revised.  Clarification and streamlining 
of children’s services would be beneficial. 
 
22. The report aspires to retaining sustainable services.  The problems facing specialist 
paediatric services include: small numbers, capacity, travel, no succession or national 
planning, finances being managed regionally. 
 
23. The initial brief of George’s sub-group was to look at: 

• Workforce planning 
• Accessibility 
• Sustainability 
• Working Time Directive implications. 

 
24. A multi-disciplinary, multi regional core group was formed.  Clinicians were engaged 
and a national conference was held in June 2004.  Four pilot reviews were undertaken and 
reports were produced.  Very little published evidence is available.  It was difficult to 
ascertain who did what, where – the data is either unavailable or unreliable.   
 
25. George raised particular issues: 

• Configuration of services – Alan Craft, RCPCH and oncologists met to discuss 
criteria and what facilities existed where – this had been a useful exercise  

• Colocation – meaningful information is required for strategic planning and for 
improving healthcare 

• Workforce – traditional roles are no longer appropriate.  New competence based, 
properly trained, fit-for-purpose, skilled workers are needed 

• MCNs – an overseeing mechanism is required  
• Age ceiling consistency – the number of children is falling, paediatric services 

accepting older children would help capacity problems in adult services 
• Specialty specific recommendations – all professionals are presently working far in 

excess of the hours they should.  The report must recommend workforce expansion 
• Workforce, configuration and training issues had not yet been linked together 
• Don’t yet have a model to decide how many consultants etc are required. 

 
26. George went on to point out that major pieces of work should be undertaken in 
Phase 2 of his work: 

• Neonatal care – how many Units? 
• Burns – should a burns unit be established in Edinburgh for children and in Glasgow 

for adults? 
• The problems facing surgical specialties. 
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27. During discussion, it was pointed out: 

• This report was not an end product 
• George’s work would be hugely influential in developing the National Framework for 

Service Change – it was hoped the National Framework work would not duplicate 
that of George’s group 

• PICU needs urgent attention: Peter Bates’ group is addressing this and will report in 
January 2005 

• Workforce assumptions are based on 1998 figures and don’t reflect current practice – 
Alan Boyter’s group is addressing this 

• The recommendations should include actions which should be considered by Peter 
Bates’ group 

• The SE has announced that there should be 600 more consultants by 2006 – this will 
be difficult to achieve 

• The report is light on consideration of AHPs, nurses etc 
• The services not yet reviewed probably also need more consultants 
• Regional Planning Groups will take the recommendations forward – they must be 

signed up: Regional Planning Groups need a model for delivering the service before 
requests for resources can be considered 

• Should the report be published?  Peter Bates work won’t cover all the 
recommendations 

• Although a consistent age limit of 16 was recommended, the age ceiling is 18 in the 
Mental Health Act 

 
28. The CHSG formally accepted the Review of Tertiary Paediatric Services in Scotland 
and formally gave George Youngson and Robert Stevenson a huge vote of thanks. 
Action:  strengthen recommendation 10, devise action plan and submit the Review to 
Peter Bates for inclusion in Sir David Kerr’s report due in March 2005.  Malcolm 
Wright to speak to Peter Bates to keep up the momentum and to ensure the review will 
fit into Sir David’s report.  Robert Stevenson to contact the Workforce Unit to consider 
the workforce recommendations.  Timetable an action plan for work on other 
specialisms.  Consider how to consult on the Review. 
 
4.3 STRENGTHENING COMMUNITY-BASED CHILD HEALTH SERVICES 
 
29. Hall 4 guidance:  Zoë Dunhill began by acknowledging the work of Robert Stevenson 
and Lindsey Wright.  She reported the NSF group had also considered Hall 4 and had 
produced similar recommendations which England and Wales had gone a long way to 
implement.  It had produced a validated questionnaire for 2 year olds – Zoë will consider it 
for use in Scotland. 
 
30. Contentious issues remain: 

• Obesity and other major public health issues 
 - Body Mass Index – Hall 4 does not recommend measuring – intervene for  
  very obese children or should every child be measured?  Periodic surveys? 

• Revision of IT systems 
• Child health information that is collected and shared:  

 - Linda de Caestecker and Helen Hammond are chairing a group to consider   
 - Reliable information is required to assess vulnerability 
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 - A computer firm is currently undertaking a scoping exercise 
• Should the Red Book continue until the Hall 4 guidance is issued – a new version has 

been drafted. 
 
31. During discussion, the following points were raised: 

• Information systems must be flexible to allow, say, complete surveillance to be 
carried out every 5 years 

• Intermittent surveillance would create staff skills and competency problems 
• The service can plan surveys if they know it will be done every 3 years or every 5 

years 
• Resources should be concentrated on weaning, toddler feeding etc and not on 

measuring 
• Hall 4 must be joined up to the CAMHS Framework and child protection 
• Challenges to implementing Hall 4: 

 - orthoptist led screeing 
 - change management for early years services – learn from Starting Well? 
 - impact of GP contract. 

• The guidance will be revised during December. 
Action: CHSG and CHCs to comment on the paper tabled by 12 November. 
 
32. Regarding the work on child health standards, Zoë reported that the QIS Board had 
accepted the scoping report and had included unscheduled care in its national inspection 
programme.  Two pilot sites had been identified.  Future inspections will be different – it is 
not clear what will happen as a result of joint inspection, could services be shut down?  The 
inspection team includes 2 health representatives.  Zoë has requested a meeting with 
Dr Mackay of the QIS children’s team to clarify what work needs to be done. 
 
33. Community Health Partnerships – Caroline Selkirk, Linda de Caestecker and others 
had met to discuss Community Health Partnerships and to ensure the work building up child 
health services is not undermined. 
Action:  CHSG and CHCS to send comments on the paper tabled to Robert Stevenson 
by 3 November. 
 
4.4 CHILD AND ADOLESCENT MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES/ INPATIENT 
FOCUS GROUP 
 
34. Graham Bryce pointed out that as well as the 2 papers tabled, 2 other pieces of work 
were important: 

• Competency Framework produced by NHS Education Scotland to be published before 
Christmas  

• The Child and Adolescent Mental Health Services Workforce Group, chaired by 
Graham which aims to report in the Spring. 

 
35. The Inpatient Working Group was formed because the SNAP report highlighted the 
inpatient sector of CAMHS was in serious difficulty.  The work of this group was nearing 
completion.  It would make 21 recommendations including: 

• The need to consider commissioning 
 - adolescents – regional commissioning? 
 - children – apply for NSF designation? 
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• The need to increase inpatient beds to 60 – no robust evidence was included because 
of the way data is collected but this was the clear advice from the field 

• Models of care. 
 
36. Graham suggested the report should be accepted by the CHSG and sent by the 
Scottish Executive Health Department to David Piggott, West of Scotland Regional Planning 
Group, to set up an inter-regional group to implement the recommendations.  This Group 
would report back within 3 months. 
 
37. During discussion the following points were raised: 

• There is no inpatient unit north of Dundee, where should one be located in the north?  
Probably no interest in one: travelling is difficult but the report should include a 
sentence to record there is no provision in the north 

• existing units need to be stabilised: a number of small units would not be sustainable 
• should there be one single centre, supported by an MCN? 

 
38. The Child Health Support Group accepted the Psychiatric Inpatient Services for 
Children and Young People in Scotland: A Way Forward report.  The Group recorded a vote 
of thanks to Graham Bryce and Bruce Dickie. 
Action:  submit the report to Ministers, publish it and send it to David Piggott. 
 
39. Graham then reminded the meeting that CHSG visits had highlighted the problems 
facing CAMHS – his sub-group had therefore produced the tabled paper Children & Young 
People’s Mental Health: A Service Framework for Promotion, Prevention and Care.  The 
Framework tried to provide a clear steer for the Service so that it would be easier to 
implement.  The evidence was clear that early intervention was important.  Specialist 
CAMHS have been poorly resourced and a lot of work has to be done to put it on a secure 
footing.  The CAMHS workforce will have to become multi-discplinary. 
 
40. The Framework will be issued by the Scottish Executive for the statutory 3 month 
consultation, hopefully by the end of November, with a view to it being finalised in the 
Spring.  When the Framework is published, Child Health Commissioners will be contacted 
by the Framework Implementation Support Team (FIST) to encourage the Service to consider 
the Framework, eg where are they now, what do they need to do to get to the Framework 
standards. 
 
41. A workforce group, comprising a wide range of people, is considering how to 
implement the competency Framework. 
 
42. The Group accepted the Framework and thanked Graham Bryce for his hard work. 
Action:  the Scottish Executive to issue the Framework for 3 month consultation in 
November. 
 
4.5 PATIENT FOCUS/PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT 
 
43. Robert Stevenson informed the meeting that Brenda Townsend had resigned from 
membership of the Child Health Support Group and therefore as lead of this sub-group.  A 
new lead would be sought at the next CHSG meeting.  Much of the work of this group will 
now be taken forward by QIS. 
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5. DATE OF NEXT MEETING 
 
44. The next meeting will take place on 21 January 2005 – the venue has still to be 
arranged. 
 
45. The meeting concluded by congratulating Zoë Dunhill on her MBE for work to 
improve child health in Scotland. 
 


